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Introduction
Non-goal-driven dialogue system
 It is difficult to deal with open domain conversation
with rule based method.

Generative models
 Based on large dialogue corpus
 Responses generated word-by-word
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Generative models
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) Encoder-Decoder
 RNN has been used for natural language modeling and
machine translation tasks with a remarkable success.
 LSTM is popular for the natural language processing (NLP)
 This models require that each sentence ends with a special
end-of-sentence symbol “<EOS>”

Vinyals, O., Le, Q.: “A neural conversational model.” ICML Deep Learning Workshop
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Problems in the previous method
 Unknown words
 It is not possible to generate words other than appearing in
the corpus.
 The Vocabulary of the system heavily dependent on dialogue
corpus.
 Semantic structure and grammar structure
 The model becomes complicated as the vocabulary increases.
 Since these structures are not separated, it is necessary to relearn for adding words.
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Distributed representation of words
Word embeddings are vectors of real numbers that are
distributed representations of words.
 A popular training technique is word2vec.
 We adopt the continuous bag-of-words model (CBOW).

𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡 =

0.1356 …
−0.4735 …
0.3334 …
0.0123 …
−0.1600 …

 (King - Man + Woman = Queen)
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Proposed Method
 Semantic Prediction
 Outputs are also distributed representations.
 Pre-trained word embedding space
Semantic structure

Grammar structure
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Proposed Method
Word prediction 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡

 𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 : Vector output from the Decoder.

 𝑊𝑊𝑘𝑘 : Pre-learned word embeddings by word2vec.
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 = arg max cos(𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 , 𝑊𝑊𝑘𝑘 )

Loss function 𝐿𝐿

𝑊𝑊𝑘𝑘

 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑡𝑡1 , … , 𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇 ∶ Training data (correct sentence)
𝐿𝐿 = � |𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 |
𝑖𝑖
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Data sets
 Twitter data sets for RNN





We have collected Japanese tweet/reply pairs.
Pairs including URLs and images were excluded.
we added special symbols ( <GO>, <EOS> )
360,000 pairs

 Japanese Wikipedia data sets for word2vec
 This corpus is made of Japanese articles.
 Special symbols ( <GO>, <EOS>)
 3GB text data
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Experiments
5 point liker scale evaluation
 Appropriateness: Degree of feeling that the system reacts or
understands appropriately to input sentence.
 Variety: Degree of performing various responses.

Participants
 10 participants:
Native speakers of Japanese
Participants evaluated 46 sentences generated by the system.
 Age: 22-28 years of age (male and female)
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Experiments
 RNN

 LSTM(Long Short-Term Memory)
 the number of cells : 256
 Hidden layer : 3 layers

 word2vec

 128 dimensions
 Exclude words with less than 10 occurrences.
 574,134 words

128

256
3

 Optimizer

 Adam
 α= 0.0001, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.99
128
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Result ( 5 point liker evaluations )

 As for Variety, the proposed model showed better performance than the
one-hot model.
 On the other hand, as for Appropriateness, there was no difference in
performance between both models.
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Demonstration

(User) Thanks for your learning.
(System) Thanks!
(User)Let's demonstrate the dialog system.
(System) Oh my god!
(User) Is it bad ?
( System) unfriendly attitude…
I’m…Is that OK?
(User) No problem!
( System) Thank you!
(User) So let’s do it!
(System) Sure! let’s do it!
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Unknown words
Example of reply sentence generation
Input sentence

Word2vec model

One-hot model

Guile TUYOI YO NE
( Guile is strong, right? )

HONTOU … ?
( Sure? )

SOU DA TTA ( ^ - ^ )
(That’s right. )

Darth Vader TUYOI YO NE
( Darth Vader is strong,
right? )

HONTOU NI !!!
( I totally agree !!! )

SOU DA TTA ( ^ - ^ )
(That’s right. )

STAR WARS TTE II EIGA
DAYO
(“STAR WARS” is a good
movie.)

DAYO NE EEE
( You're right. )

DAI ZYOU BU DES YO
(・-・ )
( No problem. )

Vengeance TTE II EIGA GA HONMA NI ?
DAI ZYOU BU DES YO
(Is it true? )
DAYO
(・-・ )
 “Guile” , “Darth Vader” are unknown words.
( “Vengeance” is a good
( No problem.)
movie)
 The words ”Darth Vader”, ”Guile”, “STAR WARS” and “Vengeance” are not
included in the Twitter corpus but are included in the Wikipedia corpus
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Unknown words
Example of reply sentence generation
Input sentence

Word2vec model

TAKAO YAMA DA YO
(It’s Mt. Takao. )

TSUKUBA YAMA YAMA GA DA NE
( Mt.Mt. Tsukuba is.))

Philippines NO BOKOKUGO HA Tagalog GO RA
SHIIYO
( I heard that Native language of Philippines is
Tagalog.)

Indonesia DA
( It’s Indonesia. )

Persian NEKO KA SHIH-TZU KAITAI
(I want to have a Perisian Cat or a Shih-tzu)

Golden Retriever INU
( Golden Retriever dog. )

 When unknown words appeared in output, it almost contained grammatical
mistakes.
 Even sentences with grammatical mistakes, the metric “Variety” was rated highly
in some cases.
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Conclusion
Conclusion
 We proposed a generative dialogue model using distributed
representations of words.
 Evaluations showed the effectiveness using distributed
representations of words.
 We showed that our model generate various responses, but
grammatical mistakes increased compared to models using
one-hot representations.

Future work
 Implementation of models that can take dialog histories into
account and creation of dataset for that.
 Create a better Japanese dialogue corpus
 Implement Beam-search
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Thank You For Your Kind Attention
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Examples
サボリ 魔 じゃん wwww ( You always play hooky. lol )
- ホンマに(笑) ( Definitly. lol )
お疲れ様です！ ( Good job today. )
- ありがとう〜ですよヽ(°∀°)/ ( Thanks. )
もう だめ だ … 手遅れ だ … ( Oh men... It’s over ...)
- エエ?、本当に?、 ( Oh, really?, )
寒く なる ん 早い し 無理 。( I can't stand it any more.)
- いやホンマによ ( You're absolutely right. )

高尾山に行ってきたよ ( I went to Mt. Takao. )
- 筑波山山がだね ( Mt.Mt. Tsukuba is.)
真似するな ( ＾ - ^) ( Don’t mimic me. )
- 自分します(^-^) ( I do.)
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